
FAQ’s about volunteering at a shelter or helping a rescue group: 

 
I want to help animals in Kansas City but I don’t know where to start.  What are my         

options? 
There are many, many opportunities to help animals.  Some of the typical ways people help animals 

are to volunteer at an animal shelter, foster pets in your home, assist with animal transports, serve 

on a street outreach team or assist with various fundraisers. 

 

How do I volunteer at an animal shelter? 
Many animal shelters have volunteer opportunities.  The volunteer opportunities vary from shelter 

to shelter and some do have age limits or require a volunteer training session.  Most shelters need 

volunteers to walk dogs and socialize cats, help with cleaning, assist with office duties like filing 

and answering phones, and many other projects.  In addition to day-to-day volunteer activities, 

many organizations also rely on volunteers to play a role in community events such as fundraisers 

or adoption events. 

 

I understand many shelters need foster parents for their pets.  What does this entail?
Fostering programs can vary from shelter to shelter and will vary based on the individual animal.   

In order to foster a pet, you will need to fill out paperwork and you may go through a screening    

process.  Fostering allows shelters to "house" many more animals than what they are able to hold  

in their physical facility.  This allows them to offer more choices to  potential adopters and save 

many more lives than they would be able to without their foster programs.  Most of the time,       

fosters will provide regular supplies like food and bowls, leashes, etc. for the animals in their care 

but assistance is provided, if needed.  Additional needs, such as medication, grooming, or medical 

visits.  Some rescues do not have a facility and all animals in their care are housed in foster homes. 

 

When you decide to become a foster family, here are some things to consider and some 

questions to ask: 

1. Is my family ready for this?  Everyone in the family needs to be of a mindset that you are help-

ing the animal by housing them temporarily and offering them a wonderful chance at a new life.  

The focus should not be on the sadness you may feel temporarily when the pet leaves your 

home, but on the love and opportunity you have given them. 

2. What is a good match for our family?  Are you home enough to provide the attention a pet that 

is in transition may need?  Animals will come from all kinds of situations with all kinds of needs.  

Ask about the animal's history and needs and be open and honest with the shelter about 

whether or not it is a good fit.  Make sure to make time in your schedule to give the foster pet 

the love, attention and exercise they need to form healthy bonds with people.   

3. How long will we have the pet in our home?  This is a good question to ask.  Some foster       

assignments are short term and have a definite end date because the animals are in transition 

to another rescue that is more suited for their breed or situation while others will be with you 

until they are adopted.   

4. How do I choose the best rescue or shelter?  Rescues and shelters vary in the type of services 

they provide and their philosophies.  Before choosing a rescue or shelter, take time to visit and 

ask to speak to others that have fostered for them in the past. 



FAQ’s about volunteering at a shelter or helping a rescue group: 

 
What is an Animal Transport? 
An animal transport is another way animal rescuers save many lives.  While Kansas City offers a 

number of progressive services for homeless animals, not every area has all of these services.  

Rescuers often receive pleas for help from more rural areas or from other states where the eutha-

nasia rate is much higher.  Transports are arranged by car or plane to get the animals in need to 

another city or state where they have a rescue that will ensure they have a new start in life.  Many 

transports run through Kansas City.  To transport animals, you should have the following:  sturdy, 

clean crates that are appropriately sized for the animals you will be transporting (if you are trans-

porting for a shelter, they many have some for you to borrow), a slip lead style leash because ani-

mals on transport are often scared and may try to pull away, food and water bowls, paper towels 

and bags to clean up if a mess occurs in the kennel.  Transporting is a wonderful way to save lives 

if you feel you are not ready for the time or emotional commitment of fostering an animal in your 

home. 

 

Lost Pet Resources: 
A missing pet can be a great source of stress.  If you are missing a pet, here are some tips to help 

you locate them. 

1. Post to social media and to the Nextdoor app and ASK OTHERS TO SHARE THE INFO.  Pets are 

most often located in your own neighborhood or just a neighborhood or two away.  Search    

Facebook for "lost pets in Kansas City" and several sites will come up to which you can post 

your information.  Look at these sites for found pet posts, too. 

2. Visit Lost Pet Registry KC to file a report and view reports of found animals in your area:  

www.lostpetregistrykc.net 

3. Post to PawBoost –www.pawBoost.com 

 

Other tips for bringing your pet home quickly and safely: 

1. Microchips are the easiest way to ensure your pet is returned to you in a timely manner.  Low 

cost microchips are available through many local shelters and through Spay Neuter Kansas 

City.  Be sure to register your chip and keep the information up to date. 

2. Tags - even with a microchip, people are more likely to know a lost animal is a well-cared for  

pet if they have a collar and tag. 

3. Call local vet offices, area shelters and rescues.  These are the places lost pets are most often 

surrendered when found. 

4. For dogs, leave out a bowl of water and leave the garage door up enough for your pet to get 

back inside or leave fence open to the yard, etc.  Leave a way for your pet to come back late    

at night.  

5. For cats, you can try putting out a dirty litter box and a can of tuna.  Use a laser pointer at night 

and shake a bag of treats. 

If your pet has been missing for more than a few hours, search Craigslist ads for pets for sale or 

"rehoming".  Unfortunately, there are individuals that find or kidnap pets and sell them on the     

internet, claiming they are their pet and they need to re-home it.  If you find your pet in this        

manner, be sure to notify the authorities when contacting the seller. 

http://www.lostpetregistrykc.net/
http://www.pawboost.com/

